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Fact Sheet

HP Flow CM Enterprise
HP Flow CM Enterprise is a comprehensive set of intelligent enterprise content
management (ECM) solutions built by Autonomy, an HP company, designed to help
enterprises access, organize and leverage the information in documents, audio, video,
email, web pages and more.
The five ECM solutions – used individually, as a suite or in combination – can be combined
with HP LaserJet Enterprise flow multifunction printers (MFPs) to make the most of an
organization’s information. The printers offer document processing and sharing, as well
as fast and reliable scanning, which enables organizations with easy, accurate data entry.
HP Flow CM Enterprise then gives instant access to information assets and help to
integrate, simplify and automate information processes to improve employee
productivity, reduce operating costs and assist with compliance efforts.
 Autonomy TeleForm: eliminates time-consuming manual document sorting and data
entry by automatically capturing, indexing and classifying information from paper and
electronic documents using powerful recognition technologies to create accurate
process-ready content in real-time.
 Autonomy Process Automation (APA): minimizes the risk of fines, reduces human
errors and automates every day, manual tasks by speeding paper and electronic forms
management for consistent, compliant and auditable processes.
 Autonomy WorkSite: reduces risk with version control, improves communication
efficiencies, and makes documents and email accessible from virtually anywhere by
allowing employees to seamlessly collaborate across any geography within the
enterprise using any network- or web-connected device.
 Autonomy Intelligent Universal Search (IUS): delivers comprehensive, precise search
results ordered by relevance that reaches across all databases of an enterprise as well
as online, including documents, images, voice, video and other rich-media files.
 Autonomy Records Manager (ARM): reduces risk of noncompliance and increases
security, data integrity, productivity and accountability for enterprise customers,
providing a comprehensive records management solution.
Availability
These new offerings are available through HP Managed Print Services and select HP and
Autonomy channel partners.
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